
ORGANIZATIONAL Scorecard  at a Glance
HARDWIRING ALIGNMENT TO ACHIEVE 
ORGANIZATIONAL EXCELLENCE.

Leverage an organizational scorecard process to measure what matters and 
focus your teams on bringing excellence to life. Learn how to move your 
organization from operational silos to an interconnected system through a 
focused, data-driven, goal-setting process across organization and 
department level. This process is for everyone - organizations with or 
without a strategic plan and organizations working to maximize e�ective 
planning. This simple scorecard process brings focus to an organization by 
creating a plan on a page.   

Why
do leaders use an 
Organizational 
Scorecard 
Process?

WhAT
is an 
Organizational 
Scorecard 
Process?

HOW
do leaders apply 
an Organizational 
Scorecard 
Process?

To build better alignment 
so that our teams have 

purpose and understand 
how their work matters

To save time by focusing 
on the right work that 

produces the best results

To communicate in ways 
that allow our teams and 

those that we serve to 
see value in what we do

•   A one to two-page tool that outlines an organization’s key annual goals, progress 
monitoring measures, and prioritized strategic actions.

     The scorecard helps leaders:

•   focus the organization on the 20% of actions that get 80% of results
•   communicate goals and progress to internal and external stakeholders, 

identify desired annual results, progress monitor measures, and create action 
steps that will focus leaders on key priorities

•   align actions taken at the organization and department level by cascading the 
scorecard

•   A tool used to engage our teams in conversations about how what they do 
helps the organization achieve meaningful results.

•   A tool used to engage our teams in conversations about how what they do helps 
the organization achieve meaningful results.

•   Engage in conversations with their teams to determine the 6 to 10 core 
outcomes that define organizational success.

•   Determine the measurement scale and weights that help prioritize their 
work.

•   Create strategic actions/priorities that align to each outcome.
•   Align progress metrics to the actions.
•   Assess progress every 45 to 90 days to determine areas working well and 

those needing improvements.
•   Align the organizational scorecards to all units within the organization.
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